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Synalepha 
 
Synalepha occurs when a word concluding with a vowel precedes a word beginning with a vowel. 
The two vowels fuse as in the prepositional phrase, “de este mundo.” When “de” and “es” share a 
single note, only one [”] is pronounced and is transcribed [d”ç'”s.t” 'mun.dO] in IPA. In vowel 
combinations with “a,” “a” is always stressed. The letter “i” is never stressed. Below are the rules 
in instances of synalepha. A quick visual guide to synalepha concludes this document. 
 
Vowel Combination Spanish Example                    IPA Transcription  
                                        
a   e (a always stressed) para el                                         'pa.|a…ç”l 
 
a   i (a always stressed) la impaciencia la…çim.pa.'Tj”n.Tja   
 
a   o (a always stressed) la oración la…çO.|a.'TjOn 
 
a   u (a always stressed) echa una '”.tSa…ç'u.na 
 
e   a (a always stressed) dulce acento 'dul.T”ça….'T”n.tO 
 
e   i (” is stressed) me inclino m”…çiN.'kli.nO 
 
e   o (O is stressed) te olvides t”çO…l.'Bi.D”s 
 
e   u (” is stressed) de un d”…çun 
 
i   a (a always stressed) mi amanece miça…ma.'n”.T” 
 
i   e (” is stressed) mi encanto miç”…N.'kan.tO 
 
i   o (O is stressed) mi objeto miçO…B.'x”.tO 
 
i   u (u is stressed) si un siçu…n  
 
o   a (a always stressed) pero aquel 'p”.|Oça….'k”l 
 
o   e (” is stressed) murió en 'mu.|jOç”…n 
 
o   i (O is stressed) podido imaginar pO.'Di.DO…çi.ma.xi.'nar 
 
o   u (O is stressed) como una 'kO.mO…ç'u.na 
 
u   a (a always stressed) su amor suç'a….mOr 
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Vowel Combination Spanish Example                           IPA Transcription 
 
u  e (” is stressed) tu eterno      tuç”….'t”r.nO 
 
u  i (u is stressed)       su intolerable           su…çin.tO.l”.'|a.Bl”  
 
u  o (O is stressed) tu opinión  tuçO….pi.'njOn 
 

                              
 
                                            Schematic Guide to Synalepha 
 
Rules 

 
1) All the arrows point to [a]. 
When following the arrows in this schematic, the importance of [a] in synalepha is clearly 
designated. In Spanish song, [a] is always stressed whenever it is combined with another vowel.  
 
2) All the arrows point away from [i] and [u]. 
These vowels—[i] and [u]—are always weak and are never stressed in deference to [a], [”], and 
[O].  
  
When [i] and [u], or [u] and [i] are in synalepha with each other, [u] is stressed, as indicated by 
the arrow pointing away from [i]. 
   
3) Which to stress, [”] or [O]?  
When [”] and [O], or [O] and [”] are in synalepha, the second of the two vowels is stressed. 
 
 
 
(Literal translation and IPA transcription © by Suzanne Rhodes Draayer—IPA Source, LLC) 
 


